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for Dosimetric Simulations
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Currently, x-ray breast imaging technique is the gold standard in both screening and diagnosis of breast cancer.
However, x-rays, as a form of ionizing radiation, also post a risk of inducing cancer in the patients. As screening is
applied to a large proportion of the population, the radiation dose from breast cancer screening is carefully monitored
and it should necessarily be so. Since the breast cancer often grows in the glandular tissues of the breast, the mean
glandular dose (MGD) is the commonly used quantity to indicate the radiation risk. In the estimation of the MGD, the
breast tissues are actually assumed to be a homogeneous tissue in the Monte Carlo simulations of the energy deposition in the breast; together with the measurement of the entrance skin exposure, the simulated energy deposition
provides the MGD estimate to a patient. In reality, the glandular tissue does not distribute in the breast uniformly; the
accuracy of such estimates with homogeneous breast tissues has been questioned. To address the issue, we have developed realistic computational breast phantoms with anatomical details and mammographic texture. The anatomical
details are composed of geometric objects while the mammographic texture is generated from the Fourier transform
of Gaussian noise. Our new method will have implications in the reconstruction of the MGD for individual patients
from their mammographic examinations. Our new phantoms will also have applications in dosimetric and imaging
studies across x-ray based breast imaging modalities. Another application of the new phantom will be in the assessment and characterization of the 3D image reconstruction – The new phantom will allow us to quantify the
reconstruction error. In this work, we will use the phantom to validate the conventional assumption of homogeneous
breast tissue in the MGD calculations. The phantom generation software will be made available to the community
through an open source arrangement.
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I. Introduction1
Breast cancer is the most common form of cancer in
women. It is often treatable if detected early. Therefore, early
detection is the aim of the breast cancer screening programs
around the world. Currently, x-ray breast imaging technique
is the gold standard in both screening and diagnosis of breast
cancer. However, x-rays, as a form of ionizing radiation, also
post a risk of inducing cancer in the patients. As screening is
applied to a large proportion of the population, the radiation
dose from breast cancer screening is carefully monitored and
it should necessarily be so. Since the breast cancer often
grows in the glandular tissues of the breast, the mean glandular dose (MGD) is the commonly used quantity to indicate
the radiation risk. In the estimation of the MGD, the breast
tissues are actually assumed to be a homogeneous tissue in
the Monte Carlo simulations of the energy deposition in the
breast; together with the measurement of the entrance skin
exposure, the simulated energy deposition provides the MGD
estimate to a patient.1–4) In reality, the glandular tissue does
not distribute in the breast uniformly; the accuracy of such
estimates with homogeneous breast tissues has been questioned.5)
The technology of breast imaging ranges from 2D
film-based technology to advanced 3D methods such as
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breast CT6) and digital breast tomosynthesis.3,4,7) Molecular
imaging techniques such as positron emission mammography
and breast specific molecular imaging are also under rapid
development. All these new imaging modalities demand
detailed imaging studies as well as dosimetric studies. The
development of the DeBRa8) breast phantoms fills in the gap
between simple breast models for dosimetric studies and
detailed models necessary in image formation simulations.
It is because a DeBRa phantom has the anatomical structures
and fine mammographic details to support both types of studies. It also has the potential in the study of imaging protocols
for various modalities and image optimization without exposing the population with ionizing radiation.
The DeBRa phantom was primarily a tool for imaging
studies. We have developed a software tool, Fatma, to construct realistic computational breast phantoms with
anatomical details and mammographic texture for dosimetric
studies. The Fatma programs were written in Scilab9) which is
an open-source platform for numerical computations. There
are currently over 50 programs and graphical user interfaces
(GUI) in the Fatma software tools to facilitate the creation
and manipulation of the breast phantom. Thus, a breast
phantom can be generated
 automatically by writing a Scilab main program that
calls the modules in the Fatma tools; or
 interactively through the GUIs so that the user has
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control over most aspects of the phantom creation.
The Fatma tools include modules to export the phantom in
XML format and MCNP(X) format. In this work, we used
MCNPX 2.5.010) to estimate MGDs under simple irradiation
conditions of monoenergetic x-ray beams. The results are
compared with homogeneous breast phantoms of simple
geometric shapes.

Fatma phantom is a voxelized phantom, it is conveniently
described by the lattice feature of the MCNPX code. Each
lattice element corresponds to a voxel and each voxel is associated with a tissue type.
(a)

II. Materials and Method
1. Construction of the Breast Phantom
There are two aspects of a Fatma computational breast
phantom – the anatomical features and the mammographic
texture. The anatomical features include the external breast
shape, the skin, the lactiferous ducts, the pectoral muscle and
the Cooper’s ligaments. These features are constructed with
combinatorial geometric solids of quadratic surfaces.8,11) The
external breast shape is described by the union of a partial
one-sheet hyperbola and a semi-ellipsoid. The skin is modeled as a layer of uniform thickness between the external
shape and the shape of the internal breast tissues underneath.
The Cooper’s ligaments are ellipsoids and the lactiferous
ducts are generated as a collection of cylinders in a bifurcation process starting from the nipple. The anatomical
features are voxelized according to a user-specified dimension.
The compressed breast phantom was constructed by an
arbitrary cropping of the external shape of a relaxed breast
phantom; that is, the top and the bottom of the relaxed breast
phantom were removed and only the central portion is retained. A layer of skin is made to cover the exposed internal
volume after cropping. Then the internal anatomical details
are generated as in the case of the relaxed breast phantom.
Although this is not a real compression, it is suffice for the
purpose of dosimetric simulations.
Figure 1(a) shows a rendering of a Fatma breast phantom
in MLO view with a compressed breast thickness (CBT) of
4 cm, chest-wall-to-nipple distance (CND) 8 cm.The mammographic texture is generated from the Fourier transform of
Gaussian noise.12) It is then inserted into the voxelized
phantom where there is no anatomical structure. The texture
is interpreted as a collection of linear attenuation coefficients
which give rise to different glandularities in the voxels. The
texture is further modified by a sigmoidal function8) to obtain the desired glandularity of the phantom. Glandularity is
the mass fraction of fibroglandular tissues in the breast. The
glandularity of the breast phantom is the average glandularity of the voxels. Figure 1(b) is a slice of the 3D texture
matrix before insertion into the phantom and Figure 1(c) is a
synthetic mammogram of the phantom generated by
MCNPX radiography tally.
Further details of and the equations used in the construction of the phantom can be found in References 8, 11 and 12.
2. Construction of MCNPX Input Files
The MCNPX geometry is described by a combination of
surfaces. An input file is composed of three sections for cell
cards, surface cards and data cards respectively. Since the

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1
Scilab rendering of a Fatma phantom (a) and its mammographic texture (b) whereas (c) is a “synthetic mammogram”
generated by the MCNPX radiographic tally.

For MCNP(X) simulations, Fatma exports the phantom
into four text files. The first one has “.cell” extension (Appendix A.1). It contains the description of how the surfaces
are combined to construct the three-dimensional lattice and
the list of the identity numbers of the tissue types. It also lists
out the density of each tissue. The second file has “.surf”
extension and it is the description of the surfaces (Appendix
A.2). The third file contains the elemental compositions of the
tissues and labeled with “.mtrl” extension (Appendix A.3).
Elemental compositions and densities of the glandular and the
adipose tissues come from literature.13,14) The last file is the
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tally description with “.tall” extension (Appendix A.4). Since
Fatma is developed for MGD calculations, the “.tall” file
contains the MCNPX DE/DF cards for modifying the energy
deposition tallies. More specifically, the DE/DF cards from
Fatma allow MCNPX to assign a portion, G, to the fibroglandular tissue in each voxel. G is a function energy and
glandularity:3)

G

g   en  gland

g   en  gland  1  g    en  adipose

,

(1)

where g is the glandularity; (en/)gland and (en/)adipose are
the mass energy absorption coefficients of the glandular and
the adipose tissues respectively.
The main simulation input file (Appendix A.5) includes
the geometry outside the breast phantom, the x-ray source
definition and other data cards necessary for the simulation.
In the example of Appendix A.5, the geometry is consisted
only of a sphere of air outside the breast phantom. It reads in
the “.cell” file in the cell card section, the “.surf” file in the
surface card section and the “.mtrl” and the “.tall” files in the
data card section. In this way, input files for simulations of
the same breast under different conditions can easily be constructed and carried out. To obtain the simulated
mammogram in Figure 1(c), the main input file in the appendix was modified such that a radiography tally replaced
the f6 tally and the read file card for the “.tall” file was
omitted.
3. Simulations
Several of simulations have been carried out for this work
with one set being with the Fatma phantom of heterogeneous
breast tissues and the other with simple geometric shapes of
homogeneous breast tissues. In each simulation, the x-ray
source was a cone beam of 15 keV monoenergetic photons
located 48 cm above the top surface of the breast phantom.

Fig. 2
The external shape of the simple CC (left) and MLO
(right) phantoms for MGD calculations. The CC phantom does
not have the pectoral muscle while the MLO phantom has.
Please refer to the text for more details.

For the simulations of the homogeneous breast tissue approximation, a CC-view and an MLO-view phantom were
constructed from simple geometric shapes (Fig. 2). The
CC-view phantom is a semi-circular disc with radius 8 cm
and thickness 4 cm. The breast tissue is assumed to be 50-50
homogeneous mixture of glandular and adipose tissues (0.5
glandularity) surrounded by 0.5-cm of adipose tissue sheath.2)
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The MLO-view phantom is constructed according to Reference 3. Its glandularity is also 0.5 and surrounded by 0.5-cm
adipose tissue sheath. These two phantoms are called unstructured phantoms because they do not have any anatomical
structures while the Fatma phantom is a structured phantom.

III. Results and Conclusion
MGD calculations are usually normalized by the entrance
skin kerma or entrance skin exposure. Both the entrance skin
kerma and the entrance skin exposure are measured without
backscattering from the breast. The unit for MGD is
mGy/mGy. Since this work is comparing the MGD in simple
irradiation geometry, the air kerma or exposure just before
entering the breast phantom is the same for all simulations.
Therefore we left the results in the unit of MeV/g per source
photon. Table 1 is the summary.
Table 1 Results of the simulations
Structured Fatma phantom
Unstructured MLO phantom
Unstructured CC phantom

MeV/g/src
6.6×10-6
5.4×10-6
5.5×10-6

Relative error
2%
1%
1%

In spite of the difference in the shapes of the unstructured
MLO and CC phantoms, the calculated MGDs differ by less
than 2%. This is similar to results or an x-ray beam directly
above the phantoms in previous work by other authors3,4. On
the other hand, The structured Fatma phantom has a shape
similar to the unstructured MLO phantom but the MGD from
the Fatma phantom is 22% higher than the MLO phantom.
Thus the glandular structure in the breast tissue is an important factor in the estimation of the MGD.
This result here is also in line with the results of
Reference 5 in which the authors found a 9% to 59% difference between the structured phantom and the unstructured
phantom. However, the construction of the Fatma phantom is
very different from that in Reference 5. Therefore, our results
could be an independent verification of earlier attempts by
other researchers.
It is clear that this is a preliminary study with a single
phantom. Further work is necessary to ascertain if the same
conclusion is valid under realistic irradiation conditions.
Furthermore, it is important to demonstrate the same in the
emerging breast imaging modalities such as digital breast
tomosynthesis and breast CT. It has been shown that the
MGD in digital breast tomosynthesis in MLO view has a
strong dependence on the irradiation angle since the x-ray
source moves along an arc over the breast.3,4) The glandular
structure might have stronger effects on the MGD under
digital breast tomosynthesis.
From a 2D mammogram, be it a film/screen-based or from
full-field digital mammography, we cannot derive the true
3-dimensional distribution of the fibroglandular tissue with
confidence. Thus, we cannot translate the results from the
structured breast phantoms to a clinically relevant MGD
calculation and it is not recommended to change the current
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practice of MGD estimation.5) On the other hand, there is a
trend towards the 3D modalities such as tomosynthesis and
breast CT. Such modalities can provide a good approximate
distribution of the fibroglandular tissues. Then, a Monte
Carlo based calculation from a structured phantom may give
rise to a revision in the MGD estimation. It may lead to a
personalized MGD estimation as well.
In this paper, we have also presented the software tool
Fatma for constructing realistic breast phantoms for dosimetric studies. Although Fatma was developed for dosimetric
studies, it is conceivable to incorporate new modules in the
software collection so that tumors and microcalcifications are
available for imaging simulations.8) Another line of development is to introduce a compression module so that a
CC-view or an MLO-view phantom is obtained from the
compression of a relaxed breast phantom. This module will
add further realism in the model and will open up new applications of the Fatma breast phantom. It can be obtained by
sending an email to fatma.phantom@gmail.com with “request phantom” in the subject line.
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Appendix
A.1. The .cell file
This file (Fig. A1) describes the geometry of the voxels in
the phantom. Cell 901 defines the three-dimensional extent of
the phantom while cell 900 defines that of the voxel at the
centre of the phantom, through combinations of surfaces. The
surfaces are labeled 911, 912 and so on. The parameters of
these surfaces are defined in the .surf file (Appendix A.2).
The “+” and “-“ signs give which side of the surface should be
considered to form the three-dimensional cell. “trcl=901” in
the cell definition instructs MCNPX to apply a transformation
on the phantom such that the phantom is constructed at origin
but simulated at a different location. The transformation is
specified in the main input file (Appendix A.5).
Furthermore, the “fill=900” instruction tells MCNPX to
fill the phantom (cell 901) with voxels (cell 900). The number
of voxels in each dimension is specified by the “fill=-32:32
-24:24 -10:10” instruction. The content of each voxel, that is,
the type of tissue or air, is specified by the long list of numbers starting with “255 8r 1 54r …” until 1 5r 255 498r” with
hundreds of lines omitted in this partial listing. Air must be
included simply to fill up the voxels outside the breast
phantom and that the attenuation of the mammographic
x-rays is important in MGD calculations.
The letter “r” after a number in the tissue list represents the
number of repetitions of the tissue. For examples, “255 8r”
means that whatever tissue 255 is, the voxel is repeated 9
times; similarly, “1 54r” means that tissue 1 is repeated 55
times.

Fig. A1 Partial listing of an example “za03.cell” file
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The cells 1, 3, 100 and 101 to 149 are the tissues of the
breast phantom; 255 is the air outside the phantom. The
elemental compositions of the tissues and air are specified in
the .mtrl file (Appendix A.3). However, the density of each
material is specified here. For example, skin is tissue 1; its
cell label is 1 (first one in the line) and its material label is
also 1 (second one in the line); its density is 1.09 g/cm3. The
“-“ sign in front of the value signifies the unit as g/cm3. As
another example, skeletal muscle is tissue 3, cell label 3 and
material label 3; its density is 1.05 g/cm3. Tissues corresponding to the mammographic texture are labeled from 100 to
149. Their elemental compositions and densities are derived
from the assumed linear attenuation coefficients as described
in the text. Further details of the MCNP input file format can
be found in Reference 10.
A.2. The .surf file
This file (Fig. A2) describes the type and the parameters of
the surface in the construction of the three-dimensional cells
in the .cell file. Surface 909 is of type “so” which is a sphere
at the origin and of radius 0.246211 cm corresponding to the
longest diagonal of a voxel. Surfaces 911 to 934 are of types
“px”, “py” and “pz” – planes perpendicular to one of the three
axes x, y and z. The values specify where the planes are intersecting the axis in cm.

Fig. A3 Partial listing of an example “za03.mtrl” file

Fig. A2 Full listing of an example “za03.surf” file

A.3. The .mtrl file
This file (Fig. A3) specifies the elemental composition of
each tissue in the breast phantom. Each elemental is
represented by a six-digit number such that the first three
digits are the atomic number and the last three are the mass
number. In photon and electron cross sections, the isotope is
ignored and therefore the last three digits are always zero. For
examples, 1000 is hydrogen and 11000 is sodium. The negative value is the mass fraction of the element in the tissue.
A.4. The .tall file
This file (Fig. A4) contains the dosimetric tallies for simulations. The values following the “vol” line are the
volumes of the tissues in cm3. They are computed from the
number of voxels of each tissue and their dimensions. The f6
tallies estimate the amount of energy deposition in the volume
and by the particle specified in the tally. The result is normaVOL. 2, OCTOBER 2011
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lized by the mass of the volume and by the number of source
particles simulated. The unit is MeV/g per source particle.
Each f6 tally is labeled by a number in a multiple of 10 plus 6.
Thus f6, f16, f26 and so on are all energy deposition tallies of
the same type. In Fig. A4, f16 estimates the dose to tissue 101
(represented by the string “101< 900”) by photons (the
symbol “p” after f16).
The line fc16 is simply a line of comment in the simulation
output file to aid tally identification. They are also supplying
the necessary information to the post-simulation processing
to estimate the MGD to the whole breast. The three values
represent the glandularity (g) of the fibroglandular tissue, its
mass in g (mg) and the number of such voxels in the breast
phantom (nVox). The “de” and “df” cards together defines the
tally modifying function. The de card defines the energy bins
in MeV while the df card defines the G-values in Eq. (1). The
number of f6 tallies depends on the number of different fibroglandular tissues.
A.5. The MCNPX Main Input File
This file (Fig. A5) is an example of the main input file to
use the Fatma phantom. The first line in the file is the problem
identification of the simulation. It is followed by three sections separated by two blank lines. The first section is the cell
definitions. The main input file reads in the .cell file here.
Also included in this section are the cell definitions for the
geometry outside the phantom. The geometry may include the
body of the patient and the mammography equipment. In this
example, only a sphere enclosing the simulation is specified
(cell 990). Beyond it is cell 991 where the particle will be
terminated.
The second section is the surface definitions. The .surf file
is read in here. As in the cell definition section, the surfaces of
the geometry outside the phantom are specified. In this example, the sphere is 100 cm in radius located at the origin.
The last section is the data section that contains the material definitions, the tally specifications and other simulation
parameters. Therefore, the .mtrl and the .tall files are read in
here. Since air (material 255) is already specified in the .mtrl

Fig. A5 Listing of an example main MCNPX input file

file, the definition of air need not be repeated in the main
input file. Should there be other materials required in the
simulation geometry, there are to be defined here.
As mentioned in Appendix A.1, the phantom is construction at origin but it may be simulated at a location within the
mammography machine. Transformation 901 must be defined here. This example input file does not move the
phantom to a new location and therefore the “tr901” card has
only three 0s representing no translation. If desired, the card
allows translation and rotation of the phantom.
The “mode” card, the “sdef” card and the “nps” card instruct MCNPX to simulation a beam of 10 million source
photons at 15 keV and covering the whole phantom. Interested readers may consult the MCNPX manual10) for further
information.
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